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YESTERYEAR INFLUENCES
TODAY’S HOME STYLE:

Nostalgia’s New Look At Home
by Karen LeBlanc

|
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As a child of the ’70s living in a ranchstyle home, our household had a carpet
rake. As part of my mother’s daily
housekeeping routine, she would rake
the green shag carpet in our woodpaneled family room, which we called
the den. Today, I find myself wistfully
longing for the return of shag carpet
and the sensory-soothing, satisfying
experience of raking those matted
strands of grass green fibers back
into shape. I miss carpet rakes. I miss
many mundane objects of the home
from my past. It turns out my nostalgia-infused longing for shag carpet is
right on-trend.
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A

ccording to interior designer Audrey Morrone, shag carpet is making a
comeback as nostalgia influences the direction of design. “Before the pandemic, nostalgia was building momentum in home décor. We saw a revival
of the 1980s aesthetic and mid-century modern sensibilities. Today, people
are pulling from their past to personalize their living spaces,” notes Audrey

Morrone, creative director of Morrone Interiors.
As we cope with COVID-19, many of us seek comfort in the familiar, feeling nostalgic

about our childhoods and the way things were before they weren’t. From comfort foods to
comfort fashion, the pandemic has us returning to the people, places, memories and things
that remind us of happier times. Unlike vintage styles that showcase old objects for the
sake of their age, nostalgic design is about personalizing your living space with objects
from the past that have emotional attachments.
Several key trend forecasters, including the global agency Fashion Snoops, note that our
yearning for yesteryear is influencing both the home and fashion industries. “We want
sparks of quirk that return us to innocent, childlike whimsy and tap into our inner child,”
notes Jaye Anna Mize, vice president, Home and Interiors for Fashion Snoops. The trend
forecaster states that the quarantine has us thinking about and craving things from our past.

“

In home décor, consumers

and artists are discovering
inspiration from the mundane
and how to create something
new that is familiar.

”

“Before COVID-19, that matchy-matchy
’80s look of pastel colors and coordinating
fabrics and wallpapers was gaining
momentum in home décor. Now, I’m seeing a desire for more tactile materials
evoking a cozy, warm feeling with a nod to
the past,” Audrey says.
The latest look embraces the simple
life, drawing inspiration from our childhoods, ancestors and family heirlooms. It
celebrates and showcases heritage objects
such as a crocheted blanket or handmade
quilt that takes on a new life through fresh
presentations evoking warm memories.
“In home décor, consumers and artists are
discovering inspiration from the mundane and how to create something new
that is familiar,” Jaye Anna says. Here are
four iterations of this nostalgic state of
mind in home décor.

TACTILE STYLE:
As we transition into this post-COVID
reality, we want to bring cozy textures into
the home, such as shearling, fluffy mohair,
chunky knits and terry textures for surface interest. Think plush pillows, puffy,
fuzzy textures, and objects that spark
memories from our collective youth. We
seek out homespun, small-time delights
from yesteryear fueled by nostalgia and
irony. These tactile materials fill a sensory
void, a touch deficit we are collectively suffering as a culture, unable to hug, shake
hands, or express any physical affection.
Audrey says her clients are asking for
texturized wall treatments such as the
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popular leather look. “In our showroom,
we have this faux-finished wall in a leather

PLAYHAUS:

we emotionally connect to, such as board

The pandemic also inspired an uptick in

games. Audrey is using board games in

texture that everybody wants to touch. It’s

home improvement projects as people

some of her design projects to inject a

becoming very popular with clients. We’ve

spend more time at home. Many want to

whimsical element in spaces. “We mount

designed the wall for several at-home

liven their living spaces, making them

different board games behind a layer of

movie theaters pairing velvet sofas and fur

more light-hearted and joyful. Fashion

acrylic to create a gallery wall in recre-

pillows for a rich sensory experience,” she

Snoops calls this emerging design trend

ational spaces,” she says. She also incorpo-

says.

PlayHaus, another interpretation of the

rates art in her projects inspired by nostal-

nostalgic aesthetic.

gic toys from artists such as Kews and

The latest looks also feature DIY and
craft-inspired accessories such as artisanal

“PlayHaus draws inspiration from the

Blamo. “In my own home, I have a space-

handloom weaves, crocheted objects, knits,

imagination and celebrates all things non-

ship art piece by Blamo presented in an

and macrame art that invite touch and are

serious in our most anxiety-ridden times,”

apothecary jar that adds a joyful element

pleasing to the eye. “We value old tech-

Jaye Anna explains. The look translates

to the room,” she adds.

niques with new applications such as

into pillowy and puffy shapes; cutesy, bub-

“There is a childlike sensibility inspir-

channel tufting, color-stained woods, lac-

bly, fizzy forms; shaggy textures; and vinyl

ing décor. We want to return to the joy of

quered finishes, brushed fabrications,

materials that invite touch.

our childhood. We want to be surrounded

wavy movement, long fringe, intricate tile,

This playful, quirky quality to our liv-

soft curves and jagged edges,” Jaye Anna

ing spaces incorporates fun, childlike

adds.

graphics, designs and analog objects that

“

We want to be

surrounded by moodboosting experiences

”

and products.
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by mood-boosting experiences and products,” Jaye Anna says.
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LESSADENCE:

forecasting agency notes that consumers

While the pandemic forced us to stay

Another shift in home style honors

want to feel like the pieces purchased are

home, it also presented an opportunity to

minimalism with thoughtful elements

worth it and come with a story, a connec-

reset, rethink and redecorate our spaces to

and intentional design with emotional

tion.

bring us more comfort and joy. As our

connections. Fashion Snoops calls the
mindset Lessadence, a form of decadent

RETRO REVIVAL:

minimalism where less is the new luxe as

This feel-good ideology in home décor also

we seek quality and permanence from the

is propelling a retro revival with designs

things in our lives. “Lessadence values less

in fun colorways and bold color pops. The

as the new luxury but without sacrificing

look draws from mid-century modern sen-

beauty for intention. It’s minimal but not

sibilities and a return to the golden age of

less decadent,” Jaye Anna notes. Lessa-

design in the ’50s and ’60s. “A few years

dence emphasizes things that feel familiar

ago, mid-century modern came back very

yet intentionally effortless.

strong and continues to gain traction in

The look embraces a dreamy world of

living spaces,” Audrey explains.

soft colors, playful simplicity, and gives

The look showcases materials such as

new life to practical pieces. The color pal-

pine, smooth leather, resin, luxe velvet,

ette relies on soft shades for a bold impact,

ceramics and terracotta. Curve appeal sur-

pairing tonal pastels or monochromatic

faces in furniture and spaces with curvi-

color palettes. “Less doesn’t mean simple.

linear chairs, channel-tufted couches,

It means style comes from a deep sense of

arched built-ins, and doorways that make

what’s essential,” she continues. The trend

a room feel more inclusive.
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muse, nostalgia helps us mine our past for
treasured memories and objects that tell
our narrative through décor.
Karen LeBlanc is host of
The Design Tourist series.
She travels the globe
attending some of the
world’s premiere design
events in search of the latest
trends, tastemakers and
unique finds. Learn more
at thedesigntourist.com.

